FACTORY PANEL
CONFIGURATION GUIDE

The Stylegarage Factory Panel is a fully configurable
made-to-order partition system well suited to both
contract and residential applications. Each panel is built
to your specific needs and the demands of the space.

CONFIGURATION
There are a number of ways each panel
can be configured. The ratio of steel grid
to kickplate is one such option – choose
a low kickplate for an open appearance
or a high divider to enclose space and
add privacy.
T-Bar with
high divider

Flat bar style
with low kickplate

Depending on the needs of the space,
the panel can act as a passage for light
or as a partition. Multiple panels can be
aligned in a straight formation, or be
angled to create a corner or enclosure.
The width of each panel is also
configurable, offering the ability to
neatly divide any area into an even
number of sections.

Flat bar grid

FRAMING STYLE
The framing grid area can be left open or filled with glass. This
grid can be manufactured in a number of styles – including an
industrial-styled “T-bar” and a more streamlined, design-forward
flat bar style.
The size of the grid is also customizable, from a larger, even
square pattern to slimmer rectangular forms.
T-Bar Grid

MATERIALS & FINISHES
A number of different finish options are
available including industrial hot-rolled
steel, sleek, streamlined stainless steel
and a wide range of powder-coated
finishes that ensure a uniform
appearance.
Available glass options include standard
clear glass, industrial wireglass and
tempered glass in varying thicknesses.
Additionally, soundproofing materials
are available if privacy is a concern.

INSTALLATION OPTIONS
Depending on the space and the functional needs of the
panel, different methods of installing and affxing the
panels are available.
Typically, our adjustable ceiling mount system will be
the ideal choice. Sturdy uprights affix to mounting
points on the ceiling, and leveller feet underneath
ensure that each panel is level regardless of floor.
Another option is to mount your Factory Panel on a
sliding door mount, allowing the panel to act as a
divider that can open or close when slid along a track
mounted to the ceiling. Full drywall integration is also
available.

Sliding door mount

Adjustable ceiling mount
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DOORS
We’ve designed a few different styles of door that work well
with our factory panel system. Generally, the demands of the
space and installation requirements dictate what style door is
best suited.
For more information about our door options, a specialized
consultation is recommended. Please contact us for more
details and we’ll get you set up!

QUESTIONS?

The Factory Panel is our flagship made-to-order partition system,
and there’s a world of configuration options available beyond
what’s covered here in this brief overview. For more details,
pricing, and a consultation that addresses your specific needs
please contact our team directly.
www.factorypanel.com
info@stylegarage.com
416.534.4343

